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Abstract.
The trapezoidal function fe[x) is defined for fixed e 6 (0,1/2) by
fe(x) = (l/e)x for x e [0,e], fe{x) =1 for x e (e, 1 - e), and fe(x) =
(l/e)(l—jf) for x€[l-e,
1], Foragiven e and the associated one-parameter
family of maps {Xfe(x)\X e [0,1]} , we show that if A is an aperiodic kneading
sequence, then there is a unique A 6 [0, 1] so that the itinerary of A under the
map Xfe is A . From this, we conclude that the "stable windows" are dense in
[0, 1] for the one-parameter family Xfe .

This note is mainly concerned with those maps which are trapezoidal. The
trapezoidal function, fe, is defined for e G (0,1/2) by feix) = x/e for x G
[0,e], feix) = l for xGie,l-e),and
feix) = (1 -x)/e
for xe[l-e,l].
For a fixed e , one can form a one parameter family of maps by considering the

set {kfe\k G [0,1]}.
Throughout this note, the notation and terminology of Beyer, Mauldin, and
Stein (BMS) [2] is used. Thus, if g maps [0,1] into itself and x G [0,1],
then the itinerary of x under g is given by Isix) —{bj}i>0, where b\ = R if

g'ix) > 1/2, bj = L if g\x) < 1/2, and ¿(.= C if g\x) = 1/2 (if b¡ = C
for some i, then the itinerary stops). We note that Igix) is either an infinite
sequence of R 's and L 's or is a finite sequence of R 's and L 's followed by
a C. If g is unimodal and k. G [0,1 ] is such that the orbit of k under the
scaled map kg contains 1/2, then the finite sequence / gik) is referred to as

an MSS sequence [2, 9].
For g unimodal and k G [0,1], the intinerary of k under the map kg,
I 8ik), is referred to as the kneading sequence of kg [6]. BMS show that / sik)
is shift maximal in the parity-lexicographical order when g is unimodal and
k G [0,1 ] (throughout this note, when comparing kneading sequences the paritylexicographical order is used). Furthermore, if B is a finite or infinite shift
maximal sequence, then there is some unimodal map g and some k G [0,1]
so that I gik) = B . Thus any kneading sequence is shift maximal, and any shift
maximal sequence is a kneading sequence. We note that if g is unimodal and
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k G [0,1 ], then / g (A) is either an MSS sequence, or is infinite and periodic,
or is infinite and aperiodic. In this note we prove the following theorem.
Theorem A. Fix e G (0,1/2).
Let A be aperiodic shift maximal sequence.
Then there exists a unique A e [0,1] such that /^(A) = A.

Let us comment on our interest in Theorem A in general terms. For a unimodal map g let

&' = {AG [0,1]|7 g(A) is an MSS sequence or is infinite and periodic}.

It is widely believed [7; 4, pp. 31, 69] that 3B4x,l_x) is dense in [0,1]. We note
that >^4wi_X) consists of precisely those A such that A4x(l - x) has a stable
orbit [4, p. 69]. Similarly, 3°^ consists of those values of A such that kfe has
a stable orbit or a finite orbit containing either e or 1 - e. Theorem A and
Lemma 1.1 (of Appendix A) imply that OP, is dense in [0,1], i.e., the "stable
windows" are dense in [0,1]. If one could prove Theorem A for the family
A4x(l - x), then again the "stable windows" would be dense in [0,1]. Note
that there are uncountably many aperiodic shift maximal sequences.
We say that the one-parameter family {Ag|AG [0,1]} , where g is unimodal,
exhibits uniqueness provided that for each MSS sequence P there exists exactly
one A such that IXgik) - P. Moreover, the family {kg\k G [0,1]} is said
to be fully unique if it exhibits uniqueness and if for each aperiodic kneading
sequence A there is exactly one A such that /A*(A)= A . Fix e G (0,1/2). It
is known that {A/f|A€[0,1]} and {A4x(l - x)|A G [0,1]} exhibit uniqueness
[2, 8, 10]. In this note, we establish that the family {kfe} is fully unique. We
remark that this is the only one-parameter family shown to be fully unique. If
we take gix) to be 4x(l - x), then for certain but not all aperiodic kneading
sequences Dennis Sullivan has shown that there is a unique A so that / gik) is
the given kneading sequence [11]. Moreover he has shown that if there exists
an analytic family that is fully unique, then the family A4x(l - x) is fully
unique.[11].
This paper is broken into two sections. Section one consists of general
observations, and preliminary comments. Section two contains the proof of
Theorem A.

1
BMS [2] show that the one-parameter family kfe exhibits uniqueness for 0 <

e < (3sqrt(17) - 11)/4 (we note that (3sqrt(17) - 11)/4 2 0.3423). Metropolis
and Louck [8] show uniqueness for any ee(0,l/2).
Our proof of Theorem
A uses uniqueness for a given e. If e G (0,1/2) and B is some periodic shift
maximal sequence, it is known that there is more than one A with / " (A) = B .
This will be discussed presently. Throughout the rest of this note assume that
e G (0,1/2) is fixed. We state the following fact as a theorem and outline its
proof in Appendix A .
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Theorem B. Let g be a unimodal Lipschitz continuous concave function that
has a continuous derivative in a neighborhood of x = 1/2. Furthermore assume
that g exhibits uniqueness. Then the following hold.

(i) If B is an aperiodic shift maximal sequence, then {Ae [0,1]|7 g(k) =
B} is a closed interval or consists of a single point.
(ii) If B = {bj}j>x is a periodic shift maximal sequence of period k, then

exactly one of the followinghold.
(a) The sequence bx--bk_xC

is the harmonic of some MSS sequence P,

and the set of A for which I g (A) = B is an open interval.
(b) The sequence bx ■■■bk_xC is not the harmonic of some MSS sequence,

and the set of A for which IXg(k) = B is either an open or half open
interval. More precisely, ifbx- ■■bk_ x is odd (even), then (bx ■■■bk_xR)°°

((¿V ■■bk_, L)°°) is a left closed right open interval, and (bx ■■■bk_, L)°°
A{bx■■■bk_xR)°°) is an open interval.

2
Recall that e G (0,1/2)

is fixed. Set f = fe. For x in R and A e (0,1]

set

f;'Rix) = \-ie/k)x,
and

f-xLix) = ie/k)x.
For P = Px ■■■Pn G [R, L}n set

(i) piP) = {j\P. = R} , and

(»)g¿p>y)
=CsCs---tCSy))■■■))■

Beyer and Ebanks [1] have the following theorem, which can be proved by
induction on n.
Theorem 2.1. Let P = Px ■■■Pn be a finite sequence of R 's and L 's. Then,

W.,y)- E (-D'^'-^'-'wAr1
jep(P)

+ i-l)lp(P)lie/kry.
Remark 2.2. Let A = {.£!,},>, be an aperiodic shift maximal sequence, and for
each n G N let A\n = (ax, ... ,an).

Suppose that Ix\k)

= A. Observe the

following two facts.
(i) For each n G N, ikf)"ik) & [e, 1 - e], for otherwise A would be
periodic.
(ii) Fix n G N. Then GxiA\n,(A/)"(A)) = A. To see this note that

A- ikf)ik) = kfa¡ik)- ikffik) = kfjkfaiik)) U ■■■
- ikf)\k) =
(A/J---(A/fliW) ■■•)), where fL(x) = (l/e)x
x), with (kf)j(k) <£[e,l-e] for l<j<n.

and fR(x) = (1/*)(1 -
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Remark 2.3. For P = RL" , let kn be the unique scalar such that /

BMS show that kn —*1 as n-»oo.

(kn) = P.

Thus Theorem A holds if A is RL°° .

Proof of Theorem A. Recall that A is an aperiodic shift maximal sequence. We
assume, using Remark 2.3, that A ^ RL°° . Suppose there is more than one
A such that I (k) = A. Then Theorem B implies that there exists a closed
interval [a,ß] c [0,1] such that for every k g [a,ß] we have Ik\k) = A.
Note that a > (1 - e). Again, say A = {«,},>, and for each n G N let A\n
denote the finite sequence (a,, ... , an).
Let A G [a, ß] and n G N. Then, as in Remark 2.2,

(1)

GkiA\n,ikf)\k))=k.

Thus for every A G [a, ß] and n G N we have that (1) holds.

For A e ie, 1] and n G N set
gXn(x) = GA(A\n,(kff(x)),

xe[0,l].

Then,
gA„(A) = A

for all kG[a,ß]

and « G N.

Also, for each kG (e ,1] set

g(A)=^(-n'^-^-'wAr1.
jep(A)

Notice that g(k) is the limit of the gx n(k) as n —*oo. We have g(A) and
^ n(x) defined for A e (e, 1], « G N, and x e [0,1].

Next, fix kG ie, 1], « e N, and x e [0,1]. Then,

gw-g,,„(x)= E (-i)",(û,'ûjr'wAr1
J€/>(/l)

-(-l)l^l")l(e/A)B(A/)"(x).
Thus,

IsW-fc,„(x)|<

E

i(e/k)J-x) + ie/k)nk,

J€p(A)
j>n

for Ae (e, 1], « e N, and x e [0, 1].
Choose y < 1 so that 0 < (e/k) < y for A e [a,ß].
n G N, and x e [0,1 ] we have

\gw-gxjx)\<

E

(y7"1)+/'/?.

j>n

Hence, for every e > 0 there exists meN

for all kG[a,ß]

such that

and xe[0,l].
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In particular, for every e > 0 there exists m g N so that

\gik)-k\ = \gik)-g^Jk)\<e
for every A G [a, ß]. Thus,

¿?(A)= A
on [a,ß].
However recall that

gW=

¿2i-l)lpia'-a>)l-Xie/k)J-x,
j€p(A)

with piA) infinite. Setting t = (e/A) we find that

\j€p(A)
on [e/ß, e/a].

J

This is a contradiction. Thus we have proven Theorem A.
Appendix A

The following lemmas and theorems are used to prove Theorem B.

Lemma 1.1. Let f be unimodal, 0 < A, < A-,< 1, and IMfikx), Ihfik2)
be distinct elements of {R,L}N.
Ikofik0) is finite.

Then there is some A0 G (A, ,A2) such that

Proof. Let k be the first index where IXJikx) and Ihfik2) differ. Set
y = sup{A G (A, ,k2)\I
The A, < y < k2, and I

(A) agrees with I

(A,) in the first k positions}.

(y) is finite, since otherwise the definition of y is

contradicted.
The following two theorems are taken from BMS.

Theorem 1.2. Let f be a unimodal Lipschitz continuous function that has a
continuous derivative in a neighborhood of x = 1/2. Suppose 0 < A, < A2 < 1
and A is a shift maximal sequence other than L°° , C, i?°°, or RL°° . Suppose

further that
IX,fikx)<A<Ihfik2).
Then there exists some kG ikx,k2) so that I

(A) - A. iThe theorem also holds

ifIXJikx)>A>Ihfik2).)
Theorem 1.3. Let f be a unimodal Lipschitz continuous concave function with
a continuous derivative in a neighborhood of 1/2. Then for each shift maximal
sequence P there is a value of A 50 that I (A) = P.

In the proof of Theorem 1.2 BMS prove the following lemma.
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Lemma 1.4. Let f be a unimodal Lipschitz continuous function that has a continuous derivative in a neighborhood of x = 1/2. Suppose A0 e [0,1] is such
that IXofik0) is finite. Say, IXofik0) = PC, where P e {R,L}n for some n.
Then there exists an open interval U c [0,1 ] containing A0 so that if A is in

U, then
IXfik) G {PC, iPR)°° , iPL)°°} .
Proof of Theorem B (i). We note that, by Theorem 1.3, there is some A with
IXgik) = B. Let

/? = sup{Ae[0,l]|/^(A)

= 5},

Q = inf{Ae[0,l]|/^(A)

= 5}.

and
Suppose that a < ß. Then Lemma 1.4 implies that both Iagia)

and I

iß)

are not finite and therefore must both be equal to B. If IXgik) = B for all
A G [a,ß], then we are done. Suppose there is some A G [a,ß] such that
I sik) / B. Then, by Lemma 1.1, there exists some A0 G [a,ß] such that
IÁogi*o)= Q is finite.
Case 1. Suppose Q > B. Then, using Theorem 1.2, there is some A > ß so
that Q —I gik). This contradicts uniqueness.

Case 2. Suppose Q < B. The argument is similar to case one.
Remark 1.5. We briefly recall what the harmonics of an MSS sequence are.
Let P G {R,L} be an MSS sequence; we have temporarily dropped the C.
For n G N, set
nv

iffl^CPJisodd,
Í Hn_xiP)LHn_xiP),
Hr
_xiP)RHn_xiP),
ifHn_xiP)iseven,

where 7/0(P) =P.
Then HniP) is called the n th harmonic of P. We let H (P) be the unique
element in {R, L}N that is the common extension of the harmonics of P and
note that H^iP) is an aperiodic kneading sequence. Of course, HmiP) is odd
(even) if there is an odd (even) number of R 's in HmiP). The following facts
are known [5, 9, 3] (for (ii) see [3, Theorem 3.2, p. 436]).
(i) If P is an MSS sequence and Q is some shift maximal sequence so that

P<Q<HxiP),
HxiP) = PLP.

then Q = iPR)°° if //,(P) = PRP or Q = (PL)00 if

(ii) If B = {bj}¡>x is a periodic shift maximal sequence of period k , then
bx- ■■bkxC is an MSS sequence. Moreover, if Q / bx- ■■bk_x is some

MSS sequence with a G {R, L} so that iQa)°° = B , then Q is the first
harmonic of bx ■■■bk_xC.
Proof of Theorem B (ii). Theorem B (ii) now follows from Remark 1.5, Lemma

1.4, and Theorem 1.2.
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